Join a Specialist Section to support your CPD.

DEVELOP YOUR EVIDENCE BASE: READ THE SPECIALIST SECTIONS NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS, EMAIL BULLETINS, WEBSITE DISCUSSIONS.

NETWORK AND SHARE PRACTICE: GET INVOLVED IN SPECIALIST SECTION ACTIVITY, LOCAL GROUPS, CLINICAL FORUMS, STUDY EVENTS, WORKING GROUPS.

INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE: ATTEND STUDY EVENTS, JOURNAL CLUBS, ACCESS READING MATERIAL AND RESOURCES, AND REPRESENT THE SPECIALIST SECTION AT EVENTS AND IN POLICY DEVELOPMENT.

GUIDE AND SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: CONTRIBUTE TO COT STRATEGIES / POLICIES AND SUPPORT THEIR IMPLEMENTATION, GIVE AND GET ADVICE, WRITE ARTICLES, PRESENT AT CONFERENCES, USE UK POLICY TO SUPPORT PRACTICE.

PLAN YOUR CAREER: BECOME AN EXPERT AND RESOURCE FOR OTHERS, JOIN THE SPECIALIST SECTIONS COMMITTEE AND DEVELOP NEW SKILLS.

www.cot.org.uk
Tel: 020 7357 6480
Fax: 020 7450 2299
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get involved

Join a Specialist Section to support your CPD

Increase your knowledge:
- Network with like-minded Occupational Therapists
- Share and develop your practice
- Keep up to date with practice and enhance service user experience
- Meet the requirements of HPC

benefits of joining:

- Access to a national network of Occupational Therapists working in a specialist area of practice
- Information, newsletters, email bulletins, website
- Access to study events and conferences
- CPD opportunities
- Funding opportunities
- Opportunities to contribute to UK policy, practice guidelines and practice development

Visit our website at www.cot.org.uk/specialistsections